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In this paper, we consider the impulsive stabilization problems for a class of
impulsive functional differential equation of the form
xX t s f t , x , t G t ,Ž . Ž .t 0
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1. INTRODUCTION
Systems of differential equations with impulse effect are an adequate
apparatus for mathematical simulation of a number of processes and
phenomena in science and technology. Recently the number of publica-
tions dedicated to their investigation for stability grows constantly and has
w xtaken shape of a developed theory presented in monographs 1]3 . Systems
of functional differential equations with impulse effect have been much
less studied. This is due to numerous theoretical and technical difficulties
1
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caused by their peculiarities. In the few publications dedicated to this
subject, first of all, qualitative investigations are carried out. For the study
on stability, some special delay differential equations with impulses were
w xconsidered by employing the integral representation of solutions 4]9 .
w xThe Liapunov second method remains neglected. In 12 , the Liapunov
functions coupled with a certain Razumikhin technique was proposed for
stability analysis for systems of a class of functional differential equations
with impulse effect.
In the present paper Liapunov's direct method with Liapunov function-
als is proposed for the discussion of impulsive stabilization problems for
systems of functional differential equations with impulse effect. Similar
problems for systems of ordinary differential equations and delay differen-
w xtial equations with impulse effect can be found in 10, 11 , which provided
the impetus for the present paper.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Consider the impulsive functional differential equation
xX t s f t , x , t G t ,Ž . Ž .t 0 2.1Ž .y q½ D x s I t , x t , t s t , k g Z ,Ž .Ž .k k
q Ž . Ž y.where Z is the set of all positive integers, D x s x t y x t , t - t -0 k
n Ž . nt with t “ ‘ as k “ ‘, f : J = PC “ R and I : J = S r “ R ,kq1 k k
w . Ž .  n < < 4 Žw x n.where J s t , ‘ , S r s x g R : x - r , and PC s PC yt , 0 , R0
w x ndenotes the space of piecewise right continuous functions f : yt , 0 “ R
5 5 < Ž . < < < nwith the sup-norm f s sup f s , where ? is a norm in R .yt F sF 0
Ž . Ž . XŽ .x g PC is defined by x s s x t q s for yt F s F 0. x t denotes thet t
Ž .right hand derivative of x t .
Ž .With Eq. 2.1 , one associates an initial condition of the form
x s w s g PC , s G t . 2.2Ž . Ž .s 0
Ž .DEFINITION 2.1. A function x t is called a solution corresponding to s
Ž . Ž . w . nof the initial value problem 2.1 and 2.2 if x: s y t , b “ R , for some
Ž . w .  4 Ž q.b s - b F ‘ , is continuous for t g s y t , b _ t , k s 1, 2, . . . , x tk k
Ž y. Ž q. Ž . w . Ž .and x t exist, and x t s x t for t g s y t , b , and satisfies 2.1k k k k
Ž .and 2.2 .
Ž . Ž .Under the following hypotheses H ] H , the initial value problem1 4
Ž . Ž .2.1 and 2.2 exists with a unique solution which will be written in the
Ž .form x t, s , w .
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Ž . w . qH f is continuous on t , t = PC for each k g Z , and for all1 ky1 k
q Ž . Ž y .yw g PC and k g Z , the limit lim f t, f s f t , w exists.Ž t, f .“ Ž t , w . kk
Ž .H f is locally Lipschitzian in f in each compact set in PC.2
Ž . q Ž . Ž Ž . n.H For each k g Z , I t, x g C J = S r , R .3 k
Ž . Ž . Ž .H There exists a r ) 0 r F r such that x g S r implies4 1 1 1
Ž . Ž . qthat x q I t , x g S r for all k g Z .k k
For any r ) 0, let
5 5 4PC r s f g PC : f - r .Ž .
Ž . Ž .Throughout this paper we assume that conditions H ] H hold and1 4
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .that f t, 0 ’ 0 and I t , 0 ’ 0 so that x t ’ 0 is a solution of 2.1 ,k k
which we call the zero solution.
Ž .DEFINITION 2.2. The zero solution of 2.1 is said to be
Ž . Ž .S stable, if for any s G t and « ) 0, there exists a d s d « , s1 0
Ž . < Ž . <) 0 such that w g PC d implies x t, s , w F « for t G s ;
Ž . Ž .S uniformly stable, if the d in S is independent of s ;2 1
Ž . Ž .S asymptotically stable, if it is stable and there is a d s d s3 0
Ž . Ž .such that w g PC d implies that lim x t, s , w s 0.0 t “‘
Ž . Ž . qDEFINITION 2.3. A function V t, x : J = S r “ R belongs to class
n if0
Ž . w . Ž .A V is continuous on each of the sets t , t = S r , and for1 ky1 k
Ž . q Ž . Ž y .yall x g S r and k g Z , lim V t, y s V t , x exists.Ž t, y.“ Ž t , x . kk
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .A V t, x is locally Lipschitzian in x g S r and V t, 0 ’ 0.2
Ž . Ž . qDEFINITION 2.4. A functional V t, f : J = PC r “ R belongs to
Ž . Ž .class n ? a set of Liapunov like functionals if0
Ž . w . Ž . qB V is continuous on t , t = PC r for each k g Z , and for1 ky1 k
Ž . q Ž . Ž y .yall w g PC r and k g Z , the limit lim V t, f s V t , wŽ t, f .“ Ž t , w . kk
exists.
Ž . Ž .B V is locally Lipschitzian in f in each compact set in PC r2
Ž .and V t, 0 ’ 0.
Ž . Ž . qDEFINITION 2.5. A functional V t, f : J = PC r “ R belongs to
U Ž . Ž . Ž . Žw . n. class n ? if V t, f g n ? and for any x g PC s y t , ‘ , R s x:0 0
w . n 4 Ž .s y t , ‘ “ R is piecewise continuous V t, x is continuous for t G s .t
U Ž .The class n ? will play an important role in this paper.0
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Ž .EXAMPLE 2.1. The functional V t, f denoted by
0 g
V t , f s b s q t f s ds, g G 1Ž . Ž . Ž .H
yt
U Ž . Ž . Žw . q.belongs to class n ? if b u g PC s y t , ‘ , R and there is a M ) 00
such that for t G s ,
t
b u du F M .Ž .H
tyt
Ž . Ž . w . Ž .Let V g n ? for any t, f g t , t = PC r ; the right hand deriva-0 ky1 k
XŽ . Ž . Ž .tive V t, f along the solution x t of 2.1 is defined by
V t q h , x y V t , xŽ . Ž .tqh tXV t , x s lim sup .Ž .t hh“0q
Let the sets R , V, and VU be defined by
R s W g C Rq, Rq : strictly increasing and W 0 s 0 , 4Ž . Ž .
V s c g C Rq, Rq : c 0 s 0, c s ) 0 for s ) 0 , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
VU s c g C Rq, Rq : nondecreasing, c 0 s 0, c s G s for s ) 0 . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
3. MAIN RESULTS
We begin by proving a result on asymptotic stability, which shows that
impulsive perturbations may make stable systems asymptotically stable.
Ž . Ž . U Ž .THEOREM 3.1. Assume that there exist V t, x g n , V t, f g n ? ,1 0 2 0
W , W g R , and c g V such that1 2
Ž . Ž < Ž . <. Ž . Ž5 5. Ž . Ž Ž ..i W f 0 F V t, f F W f , where V t, f s V t, f 0 q1 2 1
Ž . Ž .V t, f g n ? .2 0
Ž . Ž .ii For any x g S r ,1
V t , x q I t , x y V ty , x F yl c V ty , x , k g Zq,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 k k k 1 k k 1 k
where l G 0 with Ý‘ l s ‘.k ks1 k
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .iii For any solution x t of 2.1 , the right hand deri¤ati¤e of V t, xt
along the solution satisfies
V X t , x F 0,Ž .t
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Ž .and for any s G t and a ) 0, there is b ) 0 such that V t, x G a for0 t
Ž Ž ..t G s implies V t, x t G b for t G s .1
Ž .Then the zero solution of 2.1 is uniformly stable and asymptotically stable.
Ž .Proof. We prove first the uniform stability. For given « ) 0 « F r ,1
Ž . Ž . Ž .we may choose a d s d « ) 0 such that W d - W « . For any s G t2 1 0
Ž . Ž .and w g PC , let x t, s , w be the solution of 2.1 . We will prove thatd
x t , s , w F « , t G s . 3.1Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .Let x t s x t, s , w and V t s V t, x t , V t s V t, x , and V t s1 1 2 2 t
Ž . Ž .V t, x . Then by assumption iii ,t
V X t , x F 0, s F t F t - t , k g ZqŽ .t ky1 k
Ž . w .and so V t is nonincreasing on the intervals of the form t , t . Fromky1 k
Ž .condition ii we have
V t y V ty s V t , x ty q I t , x ty y V ty , x ty F 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .k k 1 k k k k k 1 k k
Ž . w .Thus V t is nonincreasing on s , ‘ . We have
W x t F V t F V s F W d - W « , t G s .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 1
< Ž . < Ž .This implies x t - « for t G s , and so the zero solution of 2.1 is
uniformly stable.
To prove the asymptotic stability, it is sufficient to prove that
Ž . Ž . Ž .lim x t s 0. Let lim V t s a . If a ) 0, assumption iii impliest “‘ t “‘
Ž .that there is a b ) 0 such that V t G b for t G s . Set1
g J inf c s .Ž .
Ž .bFsFW d2
Ž .Then g ) 0. From assumption ii we have
V t y V ty F yl c V ty F ygl , k g Zq.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 k 1 k k 1 k k
Ž .Since V t is nonincreasing, it follows that
V t y V t F V t y V ty s V t y V ty F ygl ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .k ky1 k k 1 k 1 k k
and so
k
V t F V t y g l “ y‘ as k “ ‘,Ž . Ž . Ýk m i
ism
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w .where s g t , t ; this is a contradiction. Thus we must have a s 0;my 1 m
Ž .this implies lim x t s 0. The proof is complete.t “‘
In the preceding theorem, the Liapunov functional V is monotone along
Ž .the solutions of the system 2.1 and forced by the impulsive perturbations
to converge to zero as t tends to infinity. In the case that this monotone
property is destroyed by the impulsive perturbations, we have to assume
stronger conditions on the unperturbed systems.
Ž . Ž . U Ž .THEOREM 3.2. Assume that there exist V t, x g n , V t, f g n ? ,1 0 2 0
Ž .W , W g R , C s g V such that1 2
Ž . Ž < Ž . <. Ž . Ž5 5. Ž .i W f 0 F V t, f F W f , where V s V q V g n ? .1 2 1 2 0
Ž . q Ž .ii For each k g Z and any x g S r ,1
y yV t , x q I t , x y V t , x F b V t , x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 k k k 1 k k 1 k
where b G 0 with Ý‘ b - ‘.k ks1 k
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii For any solution x t of 2.1 ,
V X t , x F yg t C V t , x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .t t
Ž q.where g g C J, R and satisfies
‘
g t dt s ‘.Ž .H
t0
Ž .Then the zero solution of 2.1 is uniformly stable and asymptotically stable.
‘ Ž . w .Proof. Let b s Ł 1 q b ; then b g 1, ‘ . For any s G t andks1 k 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .« ) 0 « - r , we may choose a d s d « ) 0 such that b W d - W « .1 2 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Let x t s x t, s , w be the solution of 2.1 , where w g PC . Set V t sd 1
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .V t, x t , V t s V t, x , and V t s V t, x . Since V t is continuous,1 2 2 t t 2
it follows that
y y y yV t y V t s V t y V t F b V t F b V t . 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k k 1 k 1 k k 1 k k k
Ž .By condition iii we have
V X t F yg t C V t . 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .By integrating the both sides of 3.3 from s to t ) s we have
t yV t F V s y g s C V s ds q V t y V t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ÝH k k
s s-t Ftk
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Ž .and so by 3.2 ,
V t F V s q b V ty . 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý k k
s-t Ftk
w xBy Theorem 1.5.1 in 1 , we see that for all t ) s ,
V t F V s 1 q b . 3.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł k
s-t Ftk
Ž .From 3.5 , we obtain
V t F b V s F b W d , t G s ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2
which implies
W x t F V t F b W d - W « , t G s ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 1
Ž .and so the zero solution of 2.1 is uniformly stable.
Next we will show the asymptotic stability. In view of the uniform
Ž .stability, for « s « ) 0 there exists a d s d « ) 0 such that s G t0 0 0 0
and w g PC imply thatd0
V t F b W d - W « , x t - « , t G s .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 0 1 0 0
Ž .From 3.2 we have
‘
yV t y V t - ‘. 3.6Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý k k
ks1
Ž . w . w . Ž .Since V t is nonincreasing on s , t and t , t k G m , it followsm k kq1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Žthat V t F V s for s F t - t and V t F V t for t F t - t k Gm k k kq1
.m . Let
n
ys s V t y V t , n s m , m q 1, . . . 3.7Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýn k k
ksm
Ž . w .Then lim s exists. Define a function H t : s , ‘ “ R byn“‘ n
V t , s F t - t ,Ž . mH t s 3.8Ž . Ž .½ ys q V t , t F t - t , k G m.Ž .k k kq1
Ž . w . w .It is easily seen that H t is nonincreasing on s , t and on t , t form k kq1
k s m, m q 1, . . . We claim
H t G H t for k G m. 3.9Ž . Ž . Ž .k kq1
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In fact, for k G m we have
H t s ys q V t G ys q V tyŽ . Ž . Ž .k k k k kq1
ys ys y V t y V t q V tŽ . Ž .Ž .k kq1 kq1 kq1
s ys q V t s H t .Ž . Ž .kq1 kq1 kq1
Ž . w . Ž .Thus H t is nonincreasing on t , ‘ . It is easily seen that H t ism
Ž . Ž . Ž .bounded, and so lim H t exists. By 3.8 we see that lim V t s at “‘ t “‘
exists and a G 0. We claim a s 0. Otherwise a ) 0; then there is a T ) 0
Ž .  Ž . Ž .4such that V t G ar2 for t G T. Let g s inf C s : ar2 F s F b W d ;2 0
Ž .then g ) 0. From 3.3 we have for t G T ,
t yV t F V T y g s C V s ds q V t y V tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ÝH k k
T T-t Ftk
‘
t yF V T y g g s ds q V t y V tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝH k k
T ks1
Ž . Ž .and so lim V t s y‘. This is a contradiction and so lim x t s 0.t “‘ t “‘
The proof is complete.
Ž . Ž . U Ž .THEOREM 3.3. Assume that there exist V t, x g n , V t, f g n ? ,1 0 2 0
Ž . U Ž . Ž .C s g V, W , W g R , and c g V such that c s q s G c s q1 2 k k 1 2 k 1
Ž . Ž . qc s for s G 0, s G 0, and lim c s s 0 uniformly for k g Z . Letk 2 1 2 s“ 0 k
the following conditions hold:
Ž . Ž < Ž . <. Ž . Ž5 5. Ž .i W f 0 F V t, f F W f , where V s V q V g n ? .1 2 1 2 0
Ž . q Ž .ii For each k g Z and any x g S r ,1
V ty , x F V t , x q I t , x F c V ty , xŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 k 1 k k k k 1 k
Ž xand there exists m ) 0 such that for any m g 0, m0 0
dst Ž .c mk ky g s ds q F yg ,Ž .H H kC sŽ .t mky1
where g G 0 such that Ý‘ g s ‘.k ks1 k
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii For any solution x t of 2.1 ,
V X t , x F yg t C V t , x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .t t
where g : J “ Rq, locally integrable.
Ž .Then the zero solution of 2.1 is uniformly stable and asymptotically stable.
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Proof. For any given « ) 0, we may choose a b : 0 - b -
 Ž . 4 Ž . Ž . qmin W « , m such that c s - W « for 0 F s F b and all k g Z .1 0 k 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Let d s d « ) 0 be such that W d - b. Let x t s x t, s , w be the2
Ž .solution of 2.1 , where s G t , w g PC . We first prove0 d
x t - « , t G s . 3.10Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . w .Let V t s V t, x t , V t s V t, x , V t s V t, x and s g t , t1 1 2 2 t t my1 m
q Ž . Ž .for some m g Z . It is clear that 3.10 holds for s F t - t . Thus if 3.10m
U < Ž U . <does not hold, then there exists a t G t such that x t G « . Withoutm
U w .loss of generality, we may suppose t g t , t for some k G m andk kq1
< Ž . < U Ž . Ž .x t - « for s F t - t . From conditions ii and iii we have for
i s m, m q 1, . . . , k,
V X t F yg t C V t , t F t - t 3.11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . i iq1
and
V t s V t q V t F c V ty q V t s c V ty . 3.12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i 1 i 2 i i 1 i 2 i i i
For s F t - t , we havem
V t F V s F W d - b - W « 3.13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 1
Ž .and so by 3.12
V t F c V ty F c W d F c b - W « . 3.14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .m m m m 2 m 1
Ž . Ž .From 3.11 and 3.12 we have for i s m, m q 1, . . . , k,
y dsŽ . tV t iq1iq1 F y g s dsŽ .H HC sŽ .Ž .V t ti i
and
ds y dsŽ . Ž Ž ..V t c V tiq1 iq1 iq1F .H H
y yC s C sŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .V t V tiq1 iq1
Ž .Thus by condition iii
ds y dsŽ . t Ž Ž ..V t c V tiq1iq1 iq1 iq1F y g s ds q F yg , 3.15Ž . Ž .H H H iq1yC s C sŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .V t t V ti i iq1
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Ž . Ž .which implies V t F V t for i s m, m q 1, . . . , k. From this andiq1 i
Ž .3.14 we have
V t F V t F ??? F V t - W «Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k ky1 m 1
and so
U UW « F W x t F V t F V t - W « .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 k 1
Ž . Ž .This is a contradiction. Thus 3.10 holds and the zero solution of 2.1 is
uniformly stable. To prove the asymptotic stability, we remark that, from
Ž . Ž . Ž .the proof of 3.15 , one has that V t F V t holds for all i G m. Thusiq1 i
Ž . Ž .we have that lim V t s a exists and a G 0. If a ) 0, 3.15 yieldst “‘ i
V t y V t G g C a , i s m , m q 1, . . . ,Ž . Ž . Ž .i iq1 iq1
Ž .which implies lim V t s y‘, a contradiction, and so a s 0. Sincek “‘ k
Ž . Ž . Ž .V t F V t for t F t - t , it follows that lim V t s 0, whichk k kq1 t “‘
Ž .yields lim x t s 0. The proof is complete.t “‘
The next theorems show that impulsive perturbations may make a stable
system, and even an asymptotically stable system, unstable.
Ž . Ž . U Ž .THEOREM 3.4. Assume that there exist V t, x g n , V t, f g n ? ,1 0 2 0
W g R , and c g V such that c is nondecreasing and the following assump-1
Ž . Ž < <. Ž .tions hold: i W x F V t, x .1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii For any solution x t of 2.1 ,
V X t , x G 0, where V s V q VŽ .t 1 2
Ž .and for any s G t and a ) 0 there is b ) 0 such that V t, x G a for0 t
< Ž . <t G s implies x t G b for t G s .
Ž . q Ž .iii For each k g Z and x g S r ,1
V t , x q I ty , x y V ty , x G l c V ty , x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 k k k 1 k k 1 k
where l G 0 with Ý‘ l s ‘.k ks1 k
Ž .Then the zero solution of 2.1 is unstable.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let d ) 0 be sufficiently small. Let x t s x t, s , w be the
Ž .solution of 2.1 with w g PC , and suppose, for the sake of contradiction,d
< Ž . < w . qthat x t - r for all t G s . Let s g t , t for some m g Z , and letmy 1 m
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .V t s V t, x t , V t s V t, x , V t s V t q V t . Then it follows1 1 2 2 t 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .from the conditions ii and iii that V t is nondecreasing on each of the
w . w .intervals s , t and t , t for k G m andm k kq1
V t y V ty s V t y V ty G l c V ty .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .k k 1 k 1 k k 1 k
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Ž y. Ž .Since V t G V t , it follows thatk ky1
V t y V t G l c V ty . 3.16Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .k ky1 k 1 k
Ž . Ž . Ž .It is clear that V t G V s for t G s . Thus by condition ii there is a
< Ž . < Ž y. Ž < Ž y. <. Ž .b ) 0 such that x t G b for t G s , and so V t G W x t G W b ,1 k 1 k 1
Ž .which, together with 3.16 , yields
V t y V t G l c W bŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .k ky1 k 1
and so
k
V t G V t q c W b l “ ‘ as k “ ‘.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ýk m 1 j
jsmq1
Ž .This contradiction proves that the zero solution of 2.1 is unstable.
Ž . Ž . U Ž .THEOREM 3.5. Assume that there exist V t, x g n , V t, f g n ? ,1 0 2 0
W , W g R such that the following assumptions hold:1 2
Ž . Ž < Ž . <. Ž . Ž5 5. Ž .i W f 0 F V t, f F W f , where V s V q V g n ? .1 2 1 2 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii For any solution x t of 2.1 ,
yg t C V t , x F V X t , x F 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .t t
where g : J “ Rq, locally integrable, and C g R.
q q q qŽ . Ž . Ž .iii There exist c g C R , R , c g C R , R , k s 1, 2, . . . suchk k
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .that c s G s, c s G s, and c s q s G c s q s for 0 F s , s Fk k k 1 2 k 1 2 1 2
Ž . q Ž .W r , and for each k g Z and x g S r ,2 1
V t , x q I t , x G c V ty , x ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 k k k k 1 k
and for any m ) 0,
dst Ž .c mkq1 kq1y g s ds q G r ,Ž .H H kC sŽ .t mk
‘ Ž .where r G 0 with Ý r s ‘. Then the zero solution of 2.1 is unstable.k ks1 k
Proof. Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that the zero solution of
Ž . < Ž . <2.1 is stable. Then there exists d ) 0 such that x t, s , w - r for t G s ,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .where w g PC . Let x t s x t, s , w , V t s V t, x t , V t s V t, x ,d 1 1 2 2 t
Ž . Ž . w . qand V t s V t, x . Let s g t , t for some m g Z . It then followst my1 m
Ž .from assumption ii ,
y dsŽ . tV t kq1kq1 G y g s ds, k s m , m q 1, . . . . 3.17Ž . Ž .H HC sŽ .Ž .V t tk k
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yŽ . Ž Ž ..Since V t G c V t , it follows, from the properties of c and c ,1 k k 1 k k k
that
V t s V t q V t G c V ty q V tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .k 1 k 2 k k 1 k 2 k
y yG c V t q V t s c V t , k s 1, 2, . . .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .k 1 k 2 k k k
and so
yds dsŽ . Ž Ž ..V t c V tkq1 kq1 kq1G ,H H
y yC s C sŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .V t V tkq1 kq1
Ž .which, together with 3.17 , yields
dsŽ .V tkq1 G r ,H kC sŽ .Ž .V tk
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..and consequently V t y V t G C V t r , k s m, m q 1, . . . Thuskq1 k m k
k
V t G V t q C V t r “ ‘ as k “ ‘.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ýkq1 m m i
ism
Ž . Ž .This is a contradiction since V t F W r . Thus the proof is complete.kq1 2
As the applications of our main results, we consider the following
examples.
EXAMPLE 3.1. Consider the impulsive differential equation
xX t s ya t x t q b t x t y t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
x t y x ty s c x ty , k g Zq, 3.18Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .k k k k
Ž . Ž . w . Ž . < Ž . <where t ) 0, a t and b t are continuous on 0, ‘ , a t G M b t for
< Ž . < < Ž . < < < q ‘ w <some M ) 1, b t F b t y t , 1 q c F 1, k g Z , and Ý 1 y 1 qk ks1
<xc s ‘. Let V s V q V , wherek 1 2
t
< <V t , x s x , V t , x s b s x s ds.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H1 2 t
tyt
Then
X XV t , x s x t sgn x t q 0 q b t x t y b t y t x t y tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t
s ya t x t q b t x t y t sgn x t q 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
q b t x t y b t y t x t y tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
F ya t x t q b t x t y tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
q b t x t y b t y t x t y tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
F y a t y b t x t F y M y 1 b t x t F 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
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and
y < <V t , x q c x y V t , x s 1 q c x y xŽ . Ž .Ž .1 k k 1 k k
y< <s y 1 y 1 q c V t , x .Ž .k 1 k
< < ‘Let l s 1 y 1 q c ; then Ý l s ‘. We check that for any a ) 0k k ks1 k
Ž . Ž Ž ..there is a b ) 0 such that V t, x G a implies V t, x t G b. Otherwise,t 1
Ž Ž ..we must have lim inf V t, x t s 0. To obtain a contradiction, we lett “‘ 1
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .V t s V t, x t q V t, x . Then1 2 t
V t y V ty s V t , x ty q c x ty y V ty , x ty F 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .k k 1 k k k k 1 k k
and so the limit
lim V t , x s LŽ .t
t“‘
exists, and L G a ) 0. Since
t yV t F V 0 y M y 1 b s x s ds q V t y V tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝH k k
0 0-t Ftk
t








lim b s x s ds s 0Ž . Ž .H
t“‘ tyt
and so we have L s 0. This is a contradiction. Thus by Theorem 3.1 the
Ž .zero solution of 2.1 is asymptotically stable.
Ž . < Ž . < < Ž . <We should remark that under the assumptions a t G M b t , b t F
< Ž . <b t y t , it is possible that the zero solution of the delay differential
equation without impulsive effect
xX t s ya t x t q b t x t y tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .is not asymptotically stable of course, it is stable . For example, this is true
Ž . Ž .when a t s b t ’ 0. Therefore, Example 1 shows that impulsive pertur-
bation may make stable systems asymptotically stable.
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EXAMPLE 3.2. Consider the impulsive differential equation
tXx t s A t x t q B t , s, x s ds,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
3.19tyt Ž .
y y qx t y x t s I t , x t , k g Z ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .k k k k k
Ž . Ž q . Ž . w . w .where t ) 0, A t g C R , R , B t, s, x is continuous on 0, ‘ = yt , ‘
< Ž . < Ž . < < Ž .= R and satisfies B t, s, x F b t, s x , where b t, s is continuous on
Ž . Ž q . Ž .yt F s F t - ‘. I t, x g C R = R, R . Assume that there exists a tk
Ž q q. Ž . Ž .g C R , R such that A t q a t F yb - 0 and
t tyb Ž tys. ybŽ tyu.0 F a s e y e b u , s du ds, t G 0.Ž . Ž .H Hž /tyt s
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . < <Let V t, x s V t, x q V t, x , where V t, x s x andt 1 2 t 1
t tyb Ž tys. ybŽ tyu.V t , x s a s e y e b u , s du x s ds.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H2 t ž /tyt s
Ž . Ž .Then for any solution x t of 3.19 ,
tXV t , x F A t x t q b t , s x s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ht
tyt
t yb Ž tys.q yba s e y b t , xŽ . Ž .H žtyt
t yb Ž tyu.q be b u , s du x s dsŽ . Ž .H /s
ybtq a t x t y a t y t eŽ . Ž . Ž .ž
t yb Ž tyu.y e b u , t y t du x t y tŽ . Ž .H /tyt
t yb Ž tys.F yb x t y b a s eŽ . Ž .H žtyt
t yb Ž tyu.y e b u , s du x s dsŽ . Ž .H /s
tybt ybŽ tyu.y a t y t e y e b u , t y t du x t y t .Ž . Ž . Ž .Hž /tyt
Assume that




V X t , x F ybV t , x .Ž . Ž .t t
< Ž . < < <Now if we suppose I t , x F b x , where b G 0 and satisfiesk k k k
‘ Ž .Ý b - ‘, then by Theorem 3.2 we see that the zero solution of 3.19ks1 k
is uniformly stable and asymptotically stable.
< < < Ž . < < <If we suppose x F x q I t , x F h x , where h G 1 such that g sk k k k k
Ž . ‘b t y t y ln h G 0 and Ý g s ‘, then by Theorem 3.3 we alsok ky1 k ks1 k
Ž .see that the zero solution of 3.19 is uniformly stable and asymptotically
stable.
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